
Month Subject Content/Unit
Activity (multiple 

assessment)
activity for subject 

enrichment
Portfolio Activity

April Msc ch1 Smoke signal Match the following fill in the blanks

Draw &list the nmes of 
three hard working  animals 

or insects which you see 
around you

Gk Pg no 09 to 13 (symbols) (Pleasent plants)
Symbol Garden,Pleasing plants, On the shelf Human 

Body,Tower high,

Write true /false answer in one word
write a paragraph on any 

one indian famous crickter 
and also paste the picture.

June Msc ch 2 The hidden treasures (Patience) (Official cards)
Ch 3 Fruits of patience

Gk pg no 14 to 18
Indian institution,Tongue Twister,Indian at the 

olympic,Extra dose,Booster Quiz

July Msc ch 4The Emperor Example
ch 5 The Generous King

Gk pg no 19 to 30
Its Different,Official cards,Classic poems,Ailing 

parts,Sobriquets,Mythology& ReligionT-20 cricket,Extra 
dose,Booster Quiz,Global faces in news,Known your 

planet.

August Msc ch6 Sweet example
ch7 No pain no gain

Gk pg no 31 to 40

Famous Authers,What a start, International Cuisines, 
Nobel leureates,Sports club,Lets find out,Booster 
Quiz,Logo watch,Plant Adaptation,Spicy idioms
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Month Subject Content/Unit
Activity (multiple 

assessment)
activity for subject 

enrichment
Portfolio Activity
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October Ch 8 Pull them out fill in the blanks
choose the correct 

option

Draw or paste a picture of 
any 1 indian famous 

scientist and write a small 
paragraph

ch9 Sunset wealth (Good habits) (In the field)
Gk pg no 41 to 50

Scientific Brains, World leaders, in the field,sports 
quiz,Booster Quiz,Bush to cup.., Animals adaptation,one 

word for,Home science,

complete the sentence 
with one word

identify the picture and 
write the name 

Paste the picture of our 
prime Minister and write a 

paragraph

(Responsibility) ( indian prime minister)

November Msc ch10 The Bamboo bridge
Ch 11 Journey to the top

Gk  pg no 51 to 58

First in the world,Holy tripBetter known as,Extra Dose, 
Booster Quiz,Expert knowledge,Icean life,Comp Quiz

December Msc Ch12 Handful of grains
Ch13 Eating it right

Gk pg no 59 to 68
landmarks,Pm's of india, National Honour,Extra dose,Be 

an Astronaut, Booster Quiz,Brain Teasers,Mental 
maths,Tell me why,

January Msc Ch 14 The Cracked Pot
Gk pg no 69  to 72

International faces,Indian faces, Booster shots
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